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We have been testing relativity experimentally 

for a long time.

The first good test was done in 1887, before 

special relativity was even understood.

Michelson & Morley, 1887

And even 131 years later, Lorentz tests are still 

an active area of experimentation.



In the last twenty years, there has been 

growing interest in the possibility that Lorentz 

and CPT symmetries may not be exact.

There are two broad reasons for this interest:

Reason One: Many theories that have been 

put forward as candidates to explain quantum 

gravity involve LV in some regime.

(For example, string theory, non-commutative 

geometry, loop quantum gravity…)
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Reason Two: Lorentz symmetry is a basic 

building block of both quantum field theory and 

the General Theory of Relativity, which together 

describe all observed phenomena.

Anything this fundamental should be tested.  

Much of the story of modern theoretical 

physics is how important symmetries do not 

hold exactly.

Francis Bacon



Although many quantum gravity theories 

involve LV and CPTV, it is not clear how 

ubiquitous the violations really are.

For example, the discovery that in string theory 

the tachyon potential often contains a 

minimum where Lorentz symmetry would be 

spontaneously broken spurred a great deal of 

interest in this subject.

[Kostelecký and Samuel, PRD 39, 683 (1989)]

However, it now seems that this minimum is 

probably NOT the true vacuum.



Ultimately, we don’t know where Lorentz 

violation might come from.  However, any 

theory with CPT violation must also be Lorentz-

violating.

[Greenberg, PRL 89, 231602 (2002)]

So it would be good to have a systematic 

framework for studying any possible Lorentz 

and CPT violations.  This framework is the 

standard model extension (SME), which uses 

the known tools of effective field theory to 

describe all possible forms of Lorentz violation 

involving standard model fields.



Lorentz and CPT violation in quantum field 

theories are reasonably well formulated.

However, things are much more complicated in 

geometrodynamic theories of gravitation.

QFT in Space-Time



The simplest interacting QFT involves a Lorentz 

scalar field.

The terms that are bilinear in the field control 

propagation, and the higher order terms 

describe interactions, normally treated 

perturbatively.



The scalar field 𝜙 obeys a self-coupled Klein-

Gordon equation, which found by varying the 

action  𝑑4𝑥 L.

𝜕2 +𝑚2 𝜙 = −
1

3!
𝜙3

The field itself is a quantum-mechanical field, 

which creates and annihilates momentum 

eigenstates of the field. 



Whether you base the theory on field operators 

or a path integral, the propagator is based 

inverting the bilinear Lagrangian.

In order to do quantitative calculations of 

anything except free particle propagation, you 

need not just an understood Laplacian...

...but also Green’s functions of the Helmholtz 

equation/free Dirac equation/Maxwell’s....



More important than scalar fields are fermion 

fields 𝜓.  Free fermions obey the Dirac 

equation.

𝑖𝜕𝜇𝛾𝜇 −𝑚 𝜓 = 0

The 𝛾𝜇 are 4x4 anticommuting matrices, so 

this is really 4 coupled equations.

The values of the field 𝜓 also anticommute at 

spacelike-separated points (Fermi statistics).



Standard Model Extension (SME)

Idea: Look for all operators that can contribute 

to Lorentz violation.
[Kostelecký and Colladay, PRD 58, 116002 (1998)]

Then one usually adds restrictions:

• locality

• superficial renormalizability

• gauge invariance

• etc...

Many other formalisms turn out to be special 

cases of the SME.
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Lorentz violating operators have objects built 

up from standard model fields, contracted with 

constant background tensors.

Earth-based laboratories will see slightly 

different local physics as the planet rotates and 

revolves.



The Lagrange density for a Lorentz-violating 

free Fermion theory is:

a, b, e, and g also violate CPT.

A separate set of coefficients will exist for every 

elementary particle in the theory.



When Lorentz symmetry is broken, angular 

momentum is not conserved.

One can look for this effect directly—by looking 

for wobbling in pulsars, for example.  The 

effective moment of inertia of a pulsar is:
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The observed absence of wobbles lets one 

place bounds of       on the neutron c.
[BA, PRD 75, 023001 (2006)]
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The photon sector contains more superficially 

renormalizable couplings.
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Most of these couplings are easy to constrain 

with astrophysical polarimetry.

However, some will require more complicated 

measurements (e.g. with resonant cavities, 

Doppler shifts or electromagnetostatics).



The most sensitive accelerator tests of Lorentz 

symmetry involve CPT tests with neutral 

mesons.

CPT-violating quantities, such as the

mass difference are controlled by the phase

[Kostelecký, PRL 80, 1818 (1998)]

The dependence on the meson velocity has 

important consequences.
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Experiments at higher energies are more 

sensitive, even when they apparently have the 

same sensitivity to the               mass 

difference.

The rate of CPT violation also generally 

depends on the meson direction, and so will 

change as the Earth-based laboratory rotates.

CPT violation has been searched for in neutral 

K, D, and B meson systems, using both time-

averaged and day-night asymmetry 

measurements.
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Measurement Type System Coefficients log Sensitivity Source

oscillations K (averaged) a (d, s) —20 E773

Kostelecký

K (sidereal) a (d, s) —21 KTeV

D (averaged) a (u, c) —16 FOCUS

D (sidereal) a (u, c) —16 FOCUS

B (averaged) a (d, b) —16 BaBar, BELLE, 

DELPHI, OPAL

neutrinos a, b, c, d —19 to —26 SuperK

Kostelecký, Mewes

birefringence photon kAF (CPT odd) —43 Carroll, Field, Jackiw

kF (CPT even) —32 to  —37 Kostelecký, Mewes

resonant cavity photon kF (CPT even) —17 Muller et al.

anomaly frequency e-/e+ b (e) —23 Dehmelt et al.

e- (sidereal) b, c, d (e) —23 Mittleman et al.

mu/anti-mu b (mu) —22 Bluhm, Kostelecký, Lane

cyclotron frequency H-/anti-p c (e, p) —26 Gabrielse et al.

hyperfine structure H (sidereal) b, d (e, p) —27 Walsworth et al.

muonium (sid.) b, d (mu) —23 Hughes et al.

clock comparison various b, c, d (e, p, n) —22 to —30 Kostelecký, Lane

He-Xe b, d (n) —32 Bear et al.

Cane et al.

torsion pend. spin-polarized solid b, d (e) —29 Heckel et al.

Hou et al.

gamma-ray astronomy e- /photons c, d (e) —15 to —20 Altschul



The non-birefringent photon coefficients are

However, they can be defined away by a change 

of coordinates
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This makes the photon sector conventional, but 

moves the LV to the matter sector.



If we define away the non-birefringent photon 

LV, the fermion coefficients become

The physically observable quantity is

. This measures whether the natural 

coordinates in the electromagnetic sector are 

skewed relative to the natural coordinates for 

the fermions.

Every sector has a set of c-like coefficients.
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Bounds based on electron-photon reaction 

thresholds (like vacuum Cerenkov radiation) 

are really bounds on these differences of 

coefficients in two different sectors.

It is often convenient to simply define our 

coordinates so that the electromagnetic LV 

vanishes.



Any (reasonable-looking) theory with CPT 

violation must also be Lorentz-violating.

[Greenberg, PRL 89, 231602 (2002)]

The classical CPT Theorem assumed locality, 

but Greenberg’s proof does not use a locality 

condition.  Only the preconditions for a well-

defined S-matrix (e.g. a stable vacuum, 

unitarity) are required.

CPT Violation



So CPTV in an otherwise well-behaved theory 

implies LV.  But the converse certainly does not 

hold.

Naively, the SME coefficients appear to be CPT-

even or -odd according to how many Lorentz 

indices they carry.



Those CPT properties come from the discrete 

symmetries of the Dirac bilinears, which are 

tabulated in every book on relativistic quantum 

mechanics.



But this turns out to be wrong as well.  The f

coefficient proves this point.

The physics of f are no different than the 

physics of a c.  By a change in the 

representation of the Dirac matrices, f may be 

converted into
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The fact that the induced c is quadratic in f

ensures that the theory with an apparently CPT-

odd f is maps onto a CPT-even theory.

In a massless theory, the same things happens 

with e.

Just as the CPT operator     depends on the 

choice of Dirac matrices, it also depends on 

the SME terms.  If we add an f to the 

Lagrangian, we must change    .











Completely characterizing which forms of LV 

lead to CPTV is still a challenge, even if we may 

think we know the answers.

The most concrete hypothesis is that any 

theory with CPTV will have a vacuum 

expectation value

… where the operator O has odd indices.



O    0



Of course, many of the physical effects that can 

be attributed to the various SME coefficients 

are clearly describable by their CPT parity.

From this, it is known that a (when physical), b, 

e (when physical at leading order), g, and also        

for photons generate CPTV.



kAF



The Non-Relativistic mSME

The nonrelativistic mSME Hamiltonian can be 

determined by the usual method of Foldy-

Wouthuysen transformations.



The Foldy-Wouthuysen transformations work 

much as usual, splitting H into odd and even 

parts.

Only the two parts of the Hamiltonian are much 

more complicated.



Only certain combinations of the SME 

coefficients are observable in the strictly 

nonrelativistic limit.
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The operators that differ by only these factors 

collapse into indistinguishability.

The SME coefficients multiply operators with 

derivatives and Dirac matrices. However, at low 

energies





The keys to relating laboratory experimental to 

the SME parameters are twofold:

• Understanding how the instantaneous 

atomic energy levels or revolution frequencies 

in a trap depend on the SME coefficients

• Understanding how the lab-frame 

coefficients change as the laboratory rotates 

and revolves.



Some coefficients, such as    , are relatively 

easy to constrain with atomic clocks, as they 

affect the energies of spin substates directly.

jb
~

Other are much harder to measure. These 

include the                 , because they are odd 

under P but spin-independent. They primarily 

affect the one-way velocities of particles.
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Neutron and proton coefficients are also easier 

to bound than electron ones, because most 

clock transitions use nuclear spins.

However, calculating the nuclear energy shifts 

requires matrix elements which can usually 

only be determined in the context of a 

simplified model.

[Kostelecky and Lane, PRD 60, 116010 (1999)]



A typical simplification is the Schmidt model. 

For an odd-even nucleus (like 3He and 129Xe), 

the model assigns all nuclear angular 

momentum to the single unpaired nucleon.

This model gives reasonable (but by no means 

excellent) agreement with magnetic moments. 



Evaluation of atomic and nuclear matrix 

elements for the unusual operators that 

appear in the Hamiltonian can be tricky, even 

with the Schmidt model simplification.

This depends on the lab frame coefficients and 

the species-specific matrix elements.



The energy shifts will change with the 

orientation of the earthbound laboratory.

Bounds are usually quoted in 

celestial, equatorial, sun-

centered coordinates (X,Y,Z,T).

The mSME on the Moving Earth



The full transformations from the sun-centered 

frame to a laboratory frame (including the 

effects of boosts) get pretty complicated.

This expression is for a hypothetical future 

clock on a satellite, so it depends on the 

satellite velocity, the satellite’s orbital 

incliation, and the revolution of the Earth.



The energy shifts oscillate at the sidereal 

rotation period of the Earth.

If measurements 

are made over many 

months, noise 

associated with 

day/night 

differences in the 

environment 

average out.



This effect can be used in two ways:

• Search for yearly variations in a transition 

frequency

• Search for yearly variations in the amplitude 

of sidereal frequency modulations

Over the course of a year, the boost of the 

Earth changes, opening up sensitivity to other 

coefficients (with                 suppression).
410
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However, using only the Earth’s motion will 

prevent us from measuring certain Lorentz-

violating quantities. (Some newer experiments 

are using actively rotating apparatuses to get 

around this.)

This adds sensitivity to a 

preferred direction 

parallel to the Earth’s 

rotation axis.



Some of the possible improvements give us 

access to different SME coefficients by 

considering more motions for the laboratory.

If atomic clocks are placed on Earth-orbiting 

satellites, that will lead to immediate 

improvements in sensitivity.

[Bluhm, et al., PRL 88, 090801 (2002)]



Actually, sensitivity to the additional 

coefficients already exists in Earthbound labs 

(although it is strongly suppressed).

With the precession of 

the equinoxes, the 

Earth’s rotation axis 

moves by 10-4 per year.

[Hipparchus, On the 

Displacement of the Solstice and 

Equinox Points (ca. 135 BCE)]



Conclusion

The SME provides a universal parameteriza-

tion of Lorentz and CPT violation in quantum 

field theory.  The minimal SME consists of only 

the finite subset of the theory that has all the 

same properties that make the standard 

model well behaved.

The mSME coefficients can then be used to 

parameterize the results of all sorts of 

different Lorentz and CPT tests.


